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computer vision: texture - courses.cs.washington
regular textures æfunction will have peaks and valleys random textures æonly peak at [0, 0];
breadth of peak gives the size of the texture coarse texture æfunction drops off slowly fine
texture æfunction drops off rapidly can drop differently for r and c
a superior descriptor of random textures and its
a superior descriptor of random textures and its predictive capacity y. jiaoa, f. h. stillingerb, and
s. torquatoa,b,c,1 adepartment of mechanical and aerospace engineering princeton university,
princeton, nj 08544; bdepartment of chemistry, princeton university, princeton, nj 08544; and
cprinceton center for theoretical physics, princeton university, princeton, nj 08544
imitation of binary random textures on the basis of
imitation of binary random textures on the basis of gaussian numerical models sergei m.
prigarin, angela kempe, andreas martin, and gerhard winkler
modeling, estimation, and pattern analysis of random
textures, neither the shape-from-shading nor the shape-from-texture analysis is enough,
because both radiance and texture information coexist within the scene surface. a new 3-d
texture model is developed by considering the scene image as the superposition of a smooth
shaded image and a random texture image. to describe the
on the visual discriminatio of n self-similar random
textures provide natura a l domain for testing the hypothesis that texture per ception is based
on a set of spatial-frequency channels characterized by filters of similar shape. some general
properties of self-similar random textures are developed. in particular, the relation betwees
thein r covariance functions and power spectra
texture synthesis and nonparametric resampling of random
texture and resampling random fields 1755 fig.2me synthesis examples. the original (smaller)
texture sizes are 151 ×148, 54 ×60 and 113 ×110 pixels, respectively. well on both stochastic
and structured textures (see figure 2 for some examples).
textures of the igneous rocks* - umass lowell
-1-textures of the igneous rocks* structure - large-scale features recognizable in the field, such
as banding, lineation, jointing, and vesicularity. texture - refers to degree of crystallinity, grain
size, and geometrical relationships between the cons tituents of a rock (fabric). i. igneous
textures a. degree of crystallinity holocrystalline - composed wholly of crystals
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procedural shading and texturing - university of illinois
local shading is complex • assume we know diffuse, specular, transmitted, ambient
components • must apply • texture • from map • procedural • volume • bump • displacement
• opacity • etc • shaders • device for managing this complexity
texture synthesis for digital painting - scribblethink
ural texture that detail may be evident at many scales, and the de-tail at each scale may have
distinct characteristics. a “sparse con-volution” procedure for generating random textures with
arbitrary spectral content is described. the capability of specifying the tex-ture spectrum (and
thus the amount of detail at each scale) is an
fast texture synthesis using tree-structuredvector
fast texture synthesis using tree-structuredvector quantization li-yi wei marc levoy stanford
university figure 1: our texture generation process takes an example texture patch (left) and a
random noise (middle) as input, and modi?es this random noise to make it look like the given
example texture.
colored stucco textures - tex-crete
2. apply a second coat in random textures, using overlapping strokes of the trowel. heavy lace
1. trowel, float, or dash on a first coat to completely cover base. 2. when surface moisture
leaves, trowel-apply second coat in random directions. glacier 1. apply finish coat
approximately 6mm thick and allow to take up until surface moisture leaves. 2.
ieee transactions on image processing, vol. 20, no. 1
random phase textures are produced by random phase noise (rpn), which is a very simple
algorithm performing phase randomization. random shift textures correspond to a classical
model in signal processing called shot noise [11]. spot noise, the 2-d shot noise, was
introduced by van wijk [12], [13] to create new textures from simple spot images
domain randomization for transferring deep neural networks
hundreds of thousands of low-?delity rendered images with random camera positions, lighting
conditions, object positions, and non-realistic textures. at test time, the same detector is used
in the real world with no additional training. the reality gap, form the barrier to using simulated
data on real robots.
1. quest for visual realism 3: textures
procedural cellular textures •generate a bunch of random points •for each pixel –find the
nearest distance to the nearest couple points –use these values to determine a color
•voronoi-like. 30 perlin textures •requirements –pseudo random –arbitrary dimension –smooth
journal of la repairing sparse low-rank texture
developed for different types of images or textures: from the synthesis of stationary stochastic
random textures [1]–[3], to the inpainting of piece-wise smooth natural images [4]– [6] , and to
the synthesis of highly symmetric and highly-structured regular textures [7]. in this paper, we
focus on the class of images or textures
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